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  materiality & assembly
          highline
          the broad museum
          systems-->studio



steel to concrete

highline
  materials

steel to glass



highline
      seating

concrete
lifts up, turning into a bench

the seating cuts through them,
and beneath becomes something like 

a drainage

concrete-->wood
ramps down, and leveled to sit

moveable seating



the broad museum
            veil and vault

the broad museum of contemporary art
location: downtown la
architects: diller scofidio and renfro
year completed: 2005

next to the walt disney concert hall, which has more
dynamic shapes, made of steel in contrast to the broad, 
that is very box-like

bigger opeing faces the crosswalk street side, and when 
entering, you are near the elevator that tunnels all the 
way to the top floor
on the left side, from the sidewalk, and as you enter, you 
are near the stair case, leading you up level by level

images found:
the broad construction time lapse
The Broad: An Art Museum Designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro





the veil

surrounding all 
sides, with 2500 
units, 380 different 
forms, where the  
units have differ-
ent sizes of open-
ings, allowing light 
to bounce into the 
building

the vault

acts as a
circulation, where the user can in-
habit the space, viewing the art

the interior has a softer edge, and 
the walls become the ceiling, lead-
ing you through the space with its 
curves

on different levels of the stair 
case, the user is able to see into 
the storage space, where the art is 
being kept, and how they move it



the broad museum
               materials

main materials used: concrete, glass
reinforced concrete (grfc)

other materials: wood, steel, plaster
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  playground
   west  | east
library       --   --    auburn
  |  
        south
      housing

studio
  site

location: near fort green park, brooklyn, auburn street
site: next to community library, school playground, auburn

(treatment) assessment center, hospital, and across nycha housing



studio
  site intervention
   groundwork

using the ground plane, from sidewalk and library side, down into the playground
pulling you in, leading you down

The verticals create and block view, as well as movement,
seeing before hearing, hearing before seeing



studio
  outdoor performance
    indoor performance



studio
        putting on a roof
       what is structural







studio
      scaled figures and sunlight
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